
 

SvenPad® Picasso: Large Solid (No Sections) -
Forcieblöcke

Introducing our newest work of art. SvenPad® Picasso.

(Pages are BLANK):

Large Format (Solid, NO SECTIONS, 11x14")

For the first time ever, we have taken a genuine Canson art pad from
France and remade it into an incredible new SvenPad® masterpiece for
stage and cabaret performers.

"Brett Barry has done it again! Creator of the internationally bestselling
SvenPads®, he's unleashed 2017's power player of the year: SvenPad®
Picasso. Great for the professional stage worker, well recommended for the
discerning mentalist."
- Magician Ning Cai, Singapore 

AMAZING QUALITY USING A REAL ARTIST PAD
NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT ON THE MARKET

This is a totally unique and brilliant design with 3 layers of precision deception.

The Picasso is SOLID (no sections), allowing 1 large force or bold prediction.

Use the SvenPad® Picasso for an incredibly fair and visual confabulation
routine or add drawings of differing features or colors. The Picasso is a blank
canvas for your ideas.

This is a very heavy duty and sturdy pad, and will be available in 3 cool styles:

LARGE FORMAT SOLID VERSION (60 PAGES, NO SECTIONS)
BLANK PAGES

This is the first time we have taken an off-the-shelf artist's pad and manufactured
it to our high SvenPad® standards! The spine here is spira-glued, the same as
our traditional KoD SvenPads®. In other words, the pages do not move, and the
long short pages remain at their tight tolerances. We take an "off the shelf," high
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quality artist's pad apart, and then give it the famous SvenPad® treatment. The
result will surpass your expectations.

"The SvenPad® Picasso is just beautifully made, and its three sections
customized in endless creative ways. Plus, it looks completely innocent and can
easily be seen on stage. Love this pad!"
- Jen Kramer

"Like all of the products in the SvenPad® series, the Picasso pad is a
meticulously engineered prop that works flawlessly. It's an amazingly versatile
tool that I've enjoyed incorporating into my stage show."
- Ryan Oakes

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 11x14"
Weight: 3lbs
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